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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
Along with the significant increase in research and
development programs and expenditures over the past few
decades, various benefits and problems have been created.
A major accounting problem related to R & D expenditures is
the determination of a proper method of allocating R & D
costs over fiscal periods. Three metho.ds oi' allocating such
costs are: (1) charging the costs against income for the
period incurred, (2) capitalizing the costs and amortizing
against future income, and (3) providing for the costs before
they are incurred through the use of an accrual account.
The primary purpose of the study is to discuss the
validity of the methods presented above, in line with such
accounting principles as the proper matching of revenue and
expense and conservatism in stating asset values, and to indicate the method that should be generally preferred in practice.
The major limitation of the study is that it excludes
the costs of exploration and development of natural resources
and research performed by any governmental agency, university,
or non-profit organization.
The primary sources of data used include various publications found in college and public libraries, technical reports,
and a questionnaire created by the author and mailed to various
business firms throughcrnt the nation • .Also, several oral discussions with persons associated with R & D programs or accounting for related expenditures provided additional information
for the study.

In developing the study, the background of the broad
area of R & D growth worldwide, and in the United States,
is presented in the first section, along with the causal
reasons for such growth.
The methods of allocating R & D costs over fiscal
periods and the supporting reasons for each method are presented in the second section. Also, the results of a national
survey conducted by the author to obtain up-to-date information
relating to the types of applied research performed and allocation methods used in private industry are presented.
In the third section, some methods of planning and controlling R & D costs, vital in aiding the proper allocation
of such costs, are reviewed.
In the fourth section, conclusions and implications
are presented. The basic conclusion drawn from the findings of
the study is that most industrial firms performing research
and development, whether it be pure, applied, or a combination
of both, tend to charge such costs against the current income
of a given period. Only under certain situations was capitalizing of R & D costs advocated, while the use of the accrual
method was found to be rather rare.
Some of the reasons supporting the usage of the expensing
method are: (1) conservatism in stating values is necessary when
dealing with elements such as R & D, (2) research is normally
regarded as a continuing function, and expenditures thereon are
regarded as annual recurring costs similar to other operating
expenses, (3) benefits derived from specific research project
expenditures are generally uncertain in nature, and several
accounting periods may pass before the success or failure of a

given project becomes apparent. To defer costs of a project
until the results are known could cause an

~verstatement

of

a. firm's asset values. The <:><verall study leads the author
to recommend the use of the expensing method by industry for
allocating research and development costs over fiscal periods.
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I

INTRODUCTION '1'0 RESEARCH AND. DEVELOPMENT

The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader a
brief background re garding the growth of research and development in the United States, its significance to government
and

p~ivate

industry, and the accounting problem involved in

allocating research and development expenditures over fiscal
periods.
Also, a discussion of the different phases of research
will be presented in

a.

section rel a ting to the meaning of

research and development as presented in this study. From
this point on in the study, the abbreviation commonly used
'

for research and development, namely "R & D,

11

will be fre-

quently substit uted in place of the complete terminology.
I. THE GROWTH OF R & D

Whether through conversation or through reading various
magazines and newspapers, one may become aware of the tremendous increase in annual research and development expenditures
on the part of industry and government.
In 1931, less than $210 million was spent on research
and development. In 1951, the amount expended on R & D was
12.2 billion. 1 For the year 1966, approximately $15.5 billion
was spent on R & D, and the annual figure to be spent on R & D
1

Eaniel Hamberg , R & D Essays on the Economics of
~search and Development rNew-York: Random House, 1963)-,-p. 5.

2

for L970 is estimated to reach $20.8 billion.2 Thus,
between 1931 and 1966, industrial R & D programs increased
more than seventyfold (that is, more than 7,000 per cent).
One may very well wonder how much of the abovement ioned growth in R & D expenditures is due to inflation
and changes in the definition of research and development
over the decades.
Due to rising research costs, including the cost of
' laboratory equipment and salaries of scientists, and to
broader classifications and definitions as to just what
constitutes research, data in current dollars definitely
overstate the increase in real R & D outlays. Various studies have been made that have generally found the true
increase to be roughly half that of the current figures.3
However, even a thirtyfold increase would still be considered
as quite significant.
The increased ex:p e_nditures for research and development
in the United States have been such that, ever since World
War II, Europe's reputation as the greatest repository of
research for world-wide industry has steadily shifted to
the United States.
211
M
R & D Looms Big in Fiscal Budgets, 11 Business Week,
C ay 13, 1967), 68.
3Leonard H. Silk, The Research Revolution (New York:
M
cGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), p. 160.

3
For instance, in 1962, the United States spent
114 .7 billion, or 2.8 per cent of its Gross National Product,
on research and development. During the same period, only
Britain came close to that, with

2.7 per cent of its Gross

National Product used for R & D. Germany, France, and Italy
spent less than 1.5 per cent of their respective Gross
National Product's on R & D.

4

Research and development expenditures by the United
' states and Western Europe have not changed significantly
since then in propo:rtion. Table I, page 4, provides more
detailed data regarding comparison of national R & D expenditures.
Why don't European industries spend more on R & D£
Part of the answer lies in the lack of support of R & D
ventures by the various European governments. For example,
until recently, Italy taxed private industry's R & D budgets: as hidden profits.5 Thus, until_· the recent awareness
of a definite technol.ogicaL gap embraced the ruling bodies
of Europe, some Europ,ean governments appeared to even discourage R & D expansion at times.
On the other hand, American industries have generally
come to emphasize the need for R & D programs, particularly
in the chemical, electronics, and aero-space fields, which
4 11

The Rese.arch Gap," Time, 82:;103, November 1, 1963.

5 ..

fu9:..'

p. 104.

4

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF NATION.AL R & D EXPENDITURES*

Nation

Gross R & D as
percentage of GNP

Gross R & D
per capita

Uni ted States

3.1

i 93 -7

United Kingdom

2. 2

33 . 5

The Netherl ands

1.8

20 . 3

Fr ance

1.5

23 . 6

Germany

1.3

20 . 1

Belgium

1.0

14 . 8

*Thi s table is reproduced from an article by
J ame s Brian Quinn , "Technologic al Competit i on: U. S . vs .
Europe , " Harva rd Business Review, 44 : 113 , J uly , 1966 .

5
have a scientific base. The Federal government heartily
supports the research efforts by private industry. What are
some of the f

act ~rs

influencing the R & D explosion in t h e

United States? There are several facto,rs, and these will be
discussed in t he next section.
II.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF R &. D

On the international level, the existence o.f the
•cold War" since the end of World War II has forged an economic
and political weapon of research and development for use
by

the two super-powers, Russia and the United States. The

Russians spend an almost equal percentage o,f their Gross
National Product a.s the United St ates for R & D. 6
An

article in Business

W~ek

indicates that the Russians

are seeking, through a profit incentive, to create a closer
link between their research laborator ies, which operate
independently from the manufacturing .facilities, and their
production plants. According to the article, Russian research
institutes receive a 75 per cent rebate on profits from any
developments they supply to production plants.7
Economic and political competition have thus motivated
the U.S. government to stimulate R & D by private industry,
federal agencies, and universities. How important government
stimulation has been is observed in the following comment:

J

611

Profitable Rese archers," Financial World, 125:7,
anuary 12, 1966.

E
? "Soviets' New Profit Lure: Overhaul of Russia's R &; D
stablishment, 11 Business Week, September 17, 1966, p. 115.

6
The U.S. government is the most important single
force in Western scien~ific and techn?logical ?ompeti tion. European businessmen are quick to point
out that the U.S. dominance of the electronics,
computer, commercial aircraft, nuclear power, and
space technologies results from government R & D
stimulation and purchases. 8
Even without government stimulation through contracts
and tax legislation, private industry would have sufficient
motivation to perform research and development.
There is the saying about change being inevitable,
a proposition that is almost universally accepted. Change

in industry comes about largely due to each business; trying

to meet, and if p0.ssible, beat its competitors in terms of

maintaining or bettering its position in the field.
The ability to meet competition is usually enhanced
by R & D,

espe.c ially in the science-based industries, such

as chemicals and drugs, and it can often mean the difference

between success and failure. An oft-cited reason for a firm's
engaging in R & D is the existence of a . competitor's research
and development program. 9 ncomi:reti tiGn in research and
development is a force· affecting the day after tomorrow's
efficiency, for the purpose of maximizing tomorrow's investment. nlO

8

James Brian Quinn, 11 TechnologicaL Competition: Europe
vs. U.S.," Harvard Business Review, 44::120, July, 1966.
9Martin J. navidson, nsome Thoughts Concerning
~esearch and Development in Economic Theory;" The American
-Sonomist, 10 ::11-12, Fall, I966.
-lQib;d., P'• I 2. •
..L

7
Evidence of the correlation between research expenditures and sales is shown in the results of work done by
the University of Chicago. At the Sixth Conference on
Scientific Manpower in 1957, Professor

Yale ~ Brozen

reported

on a study of eight chemical companies. It was found that
one dolLar spent on rese.arch in th0se companies, without
any increased use of capital. or labor, produced such an

increase in productivity that they were able to increase
annual output by $.40 and more. 11 · The illustration (Figure 1)
on page 8 shows the long-range affect o.f research and development upon a firm's sales goals.
Research and development has played an important
role in increasing productive efficiency. In a study by
Moses Abramovitz of the National Bureau of Economic Research
covering the period 1871- 1951, technological advance was
found to account for approximately 90 per cent of the rise
in output per manhour, compared to 10 per cent for capital
.
12
.
formation. · In other words, productive efficiency was not
just a matter of adding more machinery but one of introducing better machinery. Other studies on manpower have reached
similar conclusions.
11 carl Heyel (ed.), Handbook of Industrial Research
M
_anagement (New York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1959),
p. 10.
12Leonard s. Silk, The Research Revolution, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Iilc':" 1960), p. 154.

8

FIGURE 1
li-OW PLANNED RESEARCH HELPS A COMPANY ACHIEVE TOTAL
SALES GOALS (FROM': QUINN, JAMES BRIAN, "LONGRANGE PLANNING OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH,"
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, 39:98,
JULY, 1961)

9

A firm's engaging in an effective research and development program can play an important part in the obtaining of

bank loans or the sale of its capital stock on the market.
Interviews between security analysts and corpo.r ate officials
rarely are terminated without a discussion of a firm's
research policies. In fact, if the firm is in a researchoriented field such as drugs, a very substantial part of
the interview is likely to be devoted to this topic. 1 3
There also appears to be a correlation between R & D
and

the pro.f itability of a firm, although there is no clear-

cut formula or route to follow. The American Telephone &
Telegraph Company studied fifty large industrial corporations
and found that the research-minded. companies tended to be

the most profitable in the long run. 14
Along with the rapid growth of research and development and the related benefits, there arose various related
problems, two of which are the accounting p-r esentatien of
research and development co;sts a:ver fiscal periods. and
efficient accounting control over R & D expenditures.
III.

THE ACCOUNTING

PROBLEM

The accounting problem lies: in determining in what
manner research and development costs should be distributed

l3"Profitable Researchers,

J anuary I.2, 1966.
14

n

.

Financial l;lforld, 125:7,

Martin J. Davidson, n:some Thoughts Concerning
ksearch and Development in Economic Theo.r y, '' The .American
0
- - nomist, 10:12, Fall., 1966.
R

10

over fiscal periods by private industrial concerns. At
present, there are three possible methods that can be used,
the choice, of one depending upon what management personnel
decide best fits their situation. The three methods are:
(l) charge the costs against income for the period incurred,

(2) capitalize the cost'.:s and amortize against future income,

and (3) provide for the costs before they are incurred by
a charge against income.

The first two methods presented above are deemed to
be

generally accepted by the American Institute of Certified

Public Accountants.i5

IV.

OBJECTIVES, LIMITATIONS, AND
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The primary purpose of the study is te discuss the
validity of the existing methods of allocating research and
development expenditures over fiscal periods, in conjunction
with such acc-ounting principles as conservatism and the
proper matching of the revenues of a given accounting
period with the expenses of the same period, and to present
what the author believes. to be the most preferable accounting
method to use in allocating R & D cost.s o,ver fiscal periods.

. . l5Paul Grady, "Inventory of Generally Accepted Accounting
~incipI.es for Business Enterprises, u, Accounting Research
leu~ B.Q •. 1 (New York~: American Institute of Certified Public
countants, Inc.), p. 390.

11.

The major limitation of the study is that it will
exclude the cos.t s of exploration and develo·p ment of
natural resources:, and it wil.l exclude research performed
by any governmentaE agency, university, or non-profit

organization.
The significance of the study is based upon the lack
of uniformity existent in having thre;e different methods
available for presenting the results, accounting-wise, of
a;,

single business function; that is, research and develop-

ment performance.
S,i nce increas:ed uniformity, without undue rigidity,
of accounting da;ta improves the value o.f comparison of
the operations of various firms as presented in financial
statements,, there: is the need for continued. study of this
problem area.
The problem of research and devel opment cost
allocation is discuss.ed. briefly in a bookle·t published
by the public accounting firm of Arthur Andersen Co.,

which supports the fact of Iack ef uniformity and the
difficulty in applying accounting theory to. practice.

V.

DEFINITIONS OF MAJOR TERMS
USED IN THE STUDY

There is the need, in every study, to establish a
foundation for the key terms used in the discussion of

12
the subject matter, and this fact is especiall.y true when
dealing with a topic such as R & D, since the term itself
varies in operational scope between industries. Since this
study deals with the subject of research and development,
these two separate, but interdependent, terms will be
defined regarding their usage in this study.
Research. Research is the search for new knowledge,
principles, products, applications, and processes, and
the investigation of the merits and commercial application
of any new discoveries. Research is usually divided into
two major catagories; one is basic or fundamental research,
and the other is applied research.

Basic research. Basic research is the search for new
knowledge in a broad but definite scientific field without
direct concern reg;arding any specific product or process
applications. It is performed with the object of increasing
the over-all scientific background of a firm, in line with
a company's particular long-range goals.
The definition of basic research presented above is
admittedly oriented upon the purpose of basic research
operating in a commercial environment, a fact t h at is
naturally appropriate for the objectives 0f this study.
Basic or pure research in a non-commercial environment
could be said to be "that which is carried out by a scientist

13
who hopes his findings will be primarily of interest to
hiS scienti"f"ic co 11 eagues. 1116
·

Applied research. Applied research is the conve.rsion
of knowledge and principles reve aled in pure research to
commercially marketable products or pro;cesses. It may also
include major ch anges made in improving an existing product
or process.

Fure research becomes app,l ied. only when a narrowly
(relatively) defined commercial application constrains
research into a few preselected approaches.
Applied. research and develo,pmental p,r ojects- if
they are successful- also include some searching
for new knowledge, but in such projects the search
for knowledge i .s ancillary to their main purpose;
i.e., solving a particular technical problem to
utilize its solution directly in a practical application.17
Development. Development, sometimes call.ed product
engineering , relates to the final stages of applied research,
which is usually a matter of "ironing out the bugs" in a

proto-type model of the desired product or process:. It may
16
.
Michael D. Reagan, 11 Basie and Applied Research: A
Meaningful Distinction," Science, 155:1384, March 7, 1967.
17 James Brian Quinn, Robert M. Cavanaugh, 11Fundamental
Research Can Be Pl anned," Harvard Business Review, 42:113,
January' 1964.

14

also include minor revisions of an existing product or
process·

Ir:
THE ALLOCATION METHOns AND
THEI R SUPPORTING REASONS
The purpose of this chapter is to present t h e bases
behind each of the methods of al l oc ating R & D expenditures
over fi scal periods and to illu s trate the influence the
cho ice of a particular method can have upon the profit
or lo ss as shown in a firm ' s income statement . Also, the
re sul ts of a national survey covering numerous firms in
various industries , regarding types of rese arch performed
and all ocation methods used , will be presented .

I.

METHODS OF ALLOCATION

The methods of all_oc ating research and development
expenditures over fiscal periods are : (1) charge the c osts
against income for t h e period incurred , (2) c apital i ze the
co st s and amortize against future income , and ( 3 ) provide
fo r the costs before they are incurred by a charge against

i ncome .
Of the three methods presented above , the first two
are the ones mo st commonly util ized in private industry .

16
II.

THE REASONS SUPPORTING EACH
OF THE ALLOCATION METHODS

The discussion of the supporting reasons is centered
about two ideas in accounting; these ideas are : ( l ) costs
should be matched with related revenues, and (2 ) costs should
not be def erred to future periods unless there is a reason1
abl e expectation that they will be recovered .
With few exceptions, industrial concerns tend to favor
t he expensing of R & D costs against current inc ome . This
fact is acknowledged in a study conducted by the National
Assoc iation of Accountants . 2 There are several reason s for
t he popularity of this method . One primary reason is conservatism in stating values when dealing with intangibl e
elements , especially when concerned with an uncertain el ement
such as research and development . The highly specul ative and
uncertain nature of R & D is supported in the fol l owing
comment .
Research is a cost or an investment ; far from del ivering guaranteed results , it is a highly speculative , highly uncertain effort that requires the
greatest managerial competence to produce results . 3

1
Accounting and Re porting Problems of the Accounting
Rfofession (Second Edition . New York : Arthur Andersen & Co .,
October , 1962) , p . 93 .
2 11
N
Accounting for Research and Development Costs , 11
-f!·
!· Research Rep ort No . 29 (New York : National Association
0
Accountants, 1955 ), p. 43.
_ _ m
_ent,

n

3Peter F. Drucker , 11 Twelve Fables of Research ManageHarvard Business Review , 41 : 103 , January , 1963 0
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There is no certainty that the investment in research
will yield a positive return , whether the project goals be
deemed short or long-term in the cre ative and applied process . Many projects involving substantial expenditures
have been abandoned because the desired results have proven
t o be unfeasible at some point in the research process .
Even if a project is considered a technical success ,
t here are other uncertainties that affect a product or
proc ess ' s ultimate value . Competing firms may have been
working on a similar product or proc ess that may be patented
and marketed first, or perhaps a competitor may discover a

better product or process that will render research results
practically worthless regardless of patent protection .
Another important element affecting the ultimate
succ ess of a n ew product or proc ess is consumer acceptance .
Even after a research project has proven to be a technical
succe ss and patent protection obtained , an adequate mar ket
f or the fruits of research must be established in order that
t he re search investment bring a satisfactory return in
r evenue . Marketing is too often under- stres s ed in the management of R & D, and a management that re gards R & D and marketi ng functions as independent elements may easily find itself
i n trouble . Early consideration of the marketing element may
even indicate whether or not a new product should be developed ,
aside from engineering considerat i ons .

18
11Marketing should be brought into the n ew product
development picture as soon as possible - that is to say. .
114
at the beg1nn1.n g .
Sometimes the success or failure of an R & D project
may not become apparent for years , and many firms thus
f eel that by expensing R & D e xp enditures to current periods ,
they avo id introducing an asset of uncertai n value into the
bal ance sheet . 5
Another re ason that companies give for using t he
expensing method in al l ocating R & D expenditures is that
rese arch is normal ly a continuing operation, and that expendi tures are related "to the size of th e researc h organiz ation
and t o the scope of th e gener al research program . 11 6 Research
costs are thereby re gard ed a s annual recurring co st s similar
to other operat i ng exp ense s .
The impo r tance of the c ontinuity e l ement in r esearch
i s emphasized by many i ndustrial conc erns . Re search programs ,
even mo re s o than other kinds , should not b e , f or b e st results ,
turned off and on as sal es f l uctuate . When t he time cycles ,
the k inds of personnel involved , morale , etc ., are considered ,

4
Ru ss W. Henke , Effective Research and Development f or
i~ Smaller Comp any (Houston : Gulf Publ ish i ng Company , 196~ p . 18
511 Accounting for Re search and Development Costs ," 2.J2.·
.£..it ., p . 45 .
6
I bid .

19
it is obvious that stop and go research is injurious to a

fi rm ' s well - being, especially in a highly competitive field . 7
I t is common practice for large , wel l -e stablished companies to expense such R & D outlays as they
are incurred on the theory that this is a regularly
recurring cost of maintaini ng the position of the
comp any in its industry .8
As mentioned in the first chapter , the existence of
an effective research and development program c an mean the

diff erence between success and failure in some industrie s .
The capital i zation of R & D costs is advocated on the
grounds that the current period , during wh ich the costs of
a given R & D project are incurred , does not benefit normally
from the revenue gene rated by the fruits of research , and
that t he f uture periods which do benefit , if the research
proj ec t is successful , should thus be charged with the
co sts incurred , not the current pe r iod .
I n other words , capitalization of R & D expenditures
re sults in a better matching of costs with re l ated revenues ,
which is a major objective in accounting .9

7Delmar W. Karger , The New Product (New York : The
I ndustrial Press , 1960), p . 93 . ~8
.
Paul Grady , 11 I nventory of Generally Accepted Account~ng Principles for Business Enterprises ,
.Accounting Research
Atud~ No . 2 (New York: American Institute of Certified Public
cc ountants , Inc .) , p . 390 .
11

9David F. Hawkins ,

The Case of the Dubious Deferral ,"
fu?.rvard Business Review , 41 ~162 , May , 1963 .
11

20

However, due to the reasons presented regarding the
expensing of R & D costs , few companies tend to defer R & D
co sts in practice •. Even if much of the uncertainty relating
to the technical suc cess and marketing acceptance of a new
product or application could be eliminat ed, benefits derived
f r om re search often c annot be adequately measur ed and related
to s ale s revenue of any given period . This fac t is esp ecially
true regarding fundamental research , which has no immediate
obj ective in terms of s pecific products or proc e sse s. 10
There is also substantial difficul ty in determining the
useful life of knowledge gained through research . Becaus e of
t his difficulty, a basis for amortizing costs over a series
of periods is a matter of conjecture .
I n some industries , the commercial life of new
products is relatively short while in other instances original development costs must be fo llowed by equally large annual e xpenditures for improvement to keep .the product competitive . 11
In a study conducted by the National Association of
Acc ountants, it was found that even whe r e a patent is acquired
protecting a developed product or process , none of the firms
parti cipa ting in the study capitalized research costs incurred

l0. ~1.Ac.counting for Research and Development Costs ,"
Research Rep ort No . 29 (New York : Nationa l Association
of Accountants , 1955 ), P:- 45:°

!·!·!·

11 I bid . , p . 47 .

21
in connec tion with the patent because of doubt regardin g
the l ength of time the patent would have value . 12
There are certain conditions that can lead companies
to take exception to expensing R & D costs . One condition
that can lead a f irm to defer R & D costs is the initiation of an unusually large (both in operational and
fin ancial scope) research project aimed at developing a
spe cific new asset , such as a laser-beam cutting too l , for
it s own productive use . Such proje ct costs are amortized
over a period

selec~ed

by management ; that is, if the de sired

machine is developed successfully . If the research pro j ect
i s unsuccessful , the accumul a ted amount deferred should be
written off when failure of t he project is evident . 1 3 In
eff ect , what the firm is doing in such a circumstance is
devel oping its own production machinery rather than contrac ting an R & D conc ern to create the desired produc tion
asset .
Another circumstance in which an industrial firm is
likel y to capitalize R & D costs is when the firm is relat ively new , wi th just a few years ( probab ly le ss t han five
years ) of production operation to i ts hi story . Thi s f a ct i s
supported i n an American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants study . 14 New firms often h av e not realized large
12

Ibid ., p.

47 .

13Grady , loc . cit .
14Ibid .
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8lllounts of annual income, and the expensing of R & D costs
could tend to distort the profit and loss presentation in

a new firm's financial statements considerably, just at a
time when a new firm needs to make a favorable financial
impression upon potential investors and creditors.
In order to illustrate the affect the choice of a
particular method of allocation by a firm can have upon its
profit or loss for a given period or periods, a problem is
presented in the next few pages.
A

company, Modern Electronics Corporation, has been

in operation for approximately ten years. Its sales,

production, and research activities are centered upon computer
components and quality-control measuring devices.
The firm's controller, Mr. James Elliot, has reviewed
certain financial data relating to the firm's operations
since its incorporation in order to present an opinion on
the impact of a proposal by management that the annual amount
spent on R & D be substantially increased over the next
three years. The financial data reviewed. is presented in
Table II on page 23.
The management proposal states that, in o.rder to gain
a larger share of the computer market and a better return
on sales, an entirely new

type~

of memory core should be

developed. Such a development, in the opinion of management,
would reverse the downward trend of sales and profits since
l962 that is the result of increased competition and rising
labor costs.
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TABLE II
MODERN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
HISTORICAL FINANCIAL DATA
1957- 1-966

Year

Gross
sales *

R & D

expenses *
$

600

Net profit
after taxes *
$

200

Earnings
per share **
$

0.20

1957

$ 9, 000

1958

21 , 800

1 , 000

500

0 . 50

1959

38 , 000

1 , 000

1 , 500

1 . 50

1960

40 , 200

900

2 , 200

2 . 20

1961

43 , 000

800

2 , 400

2 . 40

1962

48 , 000

1 , 000

2 , 800

2 . 80

1963

45 , 000

1 , 000

2 , 000

2 . 00

1964

41 , 000

800

800

0 . 80

1965

37,200

1 , 000

(150 )

( 0 . 15)

1966

37 , 600

1 , 000

( 50 )

( 0 . 05)

*OOO' s omitted .
**On 1 mil li on shares outstanding .
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Until the current year , the maximum amount expended
on any one research project has been limited to $500 , 000
whil e the t otal annual R & D expenditures have usually
approximated $1 , 000 , 000 . Under the new propo s a l $1 , 000 , 000
will be spent annually on the new project alone for the
next three years , wh i le spending on existing pro j ects wi ll
be $500 , 000 annually . Research pers onnel have estimated
that it would probably take three years to develop an entirel y new concept in computer memory core storage .
The general plan of the research project , as put forth
by the R & D director , was th at the first

ear , 1967 , would

be spent conduc ting broad basic research on electronic
pr i nciples applicable to memory cores and their allied components . During the second and third years , it is hoped
that a prototype model would be developed and any necessary
adjustments made to create a finished product f or marketing
purposes . The R & D director estimated the prob abil i ty of
succ ess , in this particular case , at about 7 chances out
of 10 .
The

vice -p~esident

of sales estimated that , b a sed u pon

a projected demand for computers during 1970- 1975 , sales
potential of a new memory core component and its a l lied
syst ems would be approximately $ 250 million between 1970
and

1975 . From past experience with similar technical deve l op-

ments , management estimated that the competitive edge of the
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new component would last at least three years , and possibly as long as five years . After that , competitors were
expe cted to have developed and marketed compet ing component s , and sales and profit margins would tend to d e crease .
Henc e , it was expected that , after the new component had
been on the market for two years , advanced research would
be initiated to create an improved model .
After considering the various aspects of the new
prop osal , some of whi ch have been presented , the controller
wr ot e a memorandum to th e president of the firm t o indicate
the f i nancial i mpact of the proposal and the methods of
allo cation . The memorandum is presented on page s 26 and 27 .

A r elat i vely s mall number of compani.e s ac c rue R & D
expen se a t a unifo rm r ate on a monthly basis i f i t is f e l t
that, i n a part icul ar f i r m, b enef it s f rom suc cessful pro j ects
are rec eived c ont inually wh il e ac tual expendi tur e s are f re quent l y c onc ent r ated i n .a f ew month s of t he ye a r . 1 5 Ac tual
expenditures a r e char ged a ga in s t the a cc rued- expense b al anc e
as payments are made . This acc rual met hod , unde r such c ircumst anc es , avoids di storting the mont h l y pr of i t by distribut i ng
the actual c osts over t h e whole ye ar , rath er t han just the f ew

months of actual inc urr enc e . Hen ce , a b ett e r picture of prof i t
and lo ss i s obtai ned .

l 5 "Account i ng for Research and Development Costs , n
~·!· ! · Research Rep ort No . 29 ( New York : National Associati on
of Ac countants , 1955 ) , P: 47f;
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MODERN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Memorandum
To: John Smart , President
From: James El liot , Controller
Sli'bJect: Revised Pro Forma I ncome Statements ,
1967- 1969 .
Since the decisi on to increase annual R & D
expenditures from the originally planned amount of
$1 million t o $1 . 5 million will have an important
impact on anticipated profits f or 1967- 1969 , I
have prepared a revision of the earlier profit
estimates .
Regardl e ss of the allocation method used in
applying R & D costs over accounting period s , we
will continue to fol low the expensing method for
tax purposes . As a result , we will not have to pay
any taxes during 1967- 1969 , based upon the f i gures
presented be low.
The first revision (se e Part A) assumes the expensing of all R & D costs against income as incurred . The second revision assumes deferment of
R & D costs of the memory- core project until 1970 ,
the year we hope to start marketing the item .
1, 1967 )
Earnings
Gross
R &D
Net
per Share
Sales
Expens es
Profit
Year
$ 0~ 02
$40 , 000
$1 , 000
$ 20
1967
0 . 16
41 , 000
1 , 000
1 60
1968
0 . 16
41 , 000
1 , 000
160
1969
New Projections
A. Expensi ng of All R & D Costs as I ncurred
($ 0 . 35)
($350)
$1 , 500
1967
$40 , 000
( 0 . 15)
(. 150)
. 1 , 500
1968
41 , 000
( 0 . 15)
( 1 50 )
1969
41 , 000
1 , 500
B. Deferment of R & D Costs Relating to Project
$ 0 . 20
$200*
$ 500
1967
$40 , 000
400 *
0 . 40
1968
41 , 000
500
400 *
0 . 40
1969
41 , 000
500
*The balance sheet will indic at e the f ollowing :
FIGURE 2
JIM ELLIOT ' S MEMORANDUM
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2

Memorandum

B. Deferment of R & D Cost s
(continued )
Assets
Ye ar
1967 Def erred R & D
1968 Def erred R & D
1969 Def erred R & D

Relating to Project

expenses $1,000
expenses 2 , 000
expenses 3 , 000

Liabilities
1967 Def erred tax liability
1968 Def erred tax liability
1969 Def erred tax li ability

$

500
1 , 000
1 , 500

I recommend that better accounting practice
and consistency with our earl ier treatment of
R & D costs indicate t hat we should expense
these costs currently .
(s) Ji m Elliot

FIGURE 2 (cont inued )
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III .

THE AFFECT OF FEDERAL TAX REGULATIONS
ON CHOICE OF THE ALLOCATION ME.TROD

Before indicating the influence tax regulations have
upon the choice of a method of alloc ation of R & D expendit ures , the general tax regulations are presented , in p art ,
verbatim in the following paragraphs .
Research and e xperimental expenditures of an existing
trade or business may be deducted in th e year paid or
i nc urred , or deferre d over a period of 60 months or
more . This applies whether the exp enditures we re undertaken by the taxpayer , himself , or by anoth e~ in his
behalf (such as an institute or fo undat i on ) .
Deductible i n year paid or in curred ~ This method
be el ected for the f irst year that expenses are pai d or
incurred by deducting them on the return . Treatment on
books is irrelevant . At any oth er time consent is needed . Once adopted, this method generally applies. t o a ll
future expenses that taxpayer regularly incurs .
De erred e xp ense s ~ If the taxpayer defers his re se arch and experimental expenditures and charge s them
to capital account , he must deduct them ratably over a
period of 60 months or more . If there are two or more
proj ects , different periods may be selected for each .16
I n further support , Final Regulation § 1 . 174- 1 (I . R. C. )
st ates that "these expenditures (R & D) may be treated as
expenses not chargeable to capital account and d educted in
the ye ar i n which they are paid or incurred , or they may be
def err ed and amortized . 111 7
16Prentice - Hall Federal Tax Handbook (Englewood Cliffs :
Prentice-Hall , Inc.-;--rg6 7), pp . 195- 196 .
l7Prentice - Hall Federal Income Tax Regulations ,
Vo lume One (Englewood Cliffs : Prentic e - Hall, Inc .), p . 23 ,333.
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Since a common goal of income-tax calculation i s
often stated as "to report the minimum possible earnings
consi stent with the rule s and re gulations prescribed b
t he law, "LS it is usually more advant a geous to expense R & D
outlays in order to minimi ze a firm ' s tax liability fo r
a given period e
Businessmen generall

pref e r to take the more expedit -

ious route and charge R & D expenses against current i ncome
sinc e the tax rate is known , and the after- tax imp act of
R & D expenditures can be established . Since the Federal
government uses the power to tax as a combinati on accel erato r brake device , depending upon circumstances , on the nat i on ' s
economy and tax rates are subject to annual change , businessmen cannot , with certainty , pr edict future tax rates or f uture
af t er- tax effects on income a_nd deductions e
The dollar difference between capit a lizing research
cost s or charging them to current income can have a signifiC~Dt

effect on income , especially in firms where R & D costs

may re ach several million dollars annual l y .

IV.

SURVEY RESULTS ON APPLIED RESEARCH PERFORMED
AND ALLOCATION METHODS USED

The purpose of the survey was to obtain certain inf ormation regarding : ( 1) the type of applied re s earch per£o r med by
18
Allan R. Drebin , "Accounting f or Proprietary Re s earch ,"
~ ,Ay counting Review , 41 : 414 , July , 1966 .
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various firms, and (2) the method of allocation used by
these firms relating to applied research and development
expenditures. The survey covered applied research and development only due to the fact that several surveys have been
conducted already relating to the allocation methods used
concerning fundamental research expenditures, and a general
conclusion has been presented thereon that expensing R & D
costs against current income I.eads all other methods.
The survey included firms in 21 states, with concentration

o~

questionnaires directed toward the Northeastern

section of the n ation, although other scattered states were
included in order to have a greater degree of geographical
dispersi0n in the survey. Numerous industries were surveyed,
and the chemical, electronics, aero-space, commercial air-

craft and earthmoving equipment were just some of the ones
represented in the questionnaires returned.
From a total of 81 questionnaires and letters of transmittal mailed to various firms, 43 completed questionnaires
were received by the author. Thus, 53 per cent of the firms
returned a completed questionnaire.
The amount of sales revenue recorded by the firms
represented ranged from $6 million to a little over $3 billion
for 1966. Regarding the type of research performed, 28 per cent
of the firms dealt mainly with transforming ideas resulting from pure research activities into commercially

31.
fe asible products . More than half (56 per cent) of the firms
wo r ked mainly to improve the func t ional effectiveness of an
exi st i ng product or products , while 16 per cent of the
firms represented were active in both categories .
Regarding the method of allocation util ized to dist ribut e appl ied r esearch expenditures over fiscal 2eriods,
~O

companies out of the total 43 (93 per cent) charged the

co sts against income for the current period ; two firms capit alized the expenditures , and the remaining firm used the
acc rual method , which provides for the costs before they are
i nc urred by a charge against income .
A bar chart depicting the degree of popularity of each
of the three al I .ocation method s for R & D costs with the 43
fi rms represented in the survey is presented on page 32 .
I t is quite apparent that the method charging R & D expenditures against current income is by far the one utilized most ,
a conclusion that was re a ched in several other i ndependent
surveys by various organizations, one of which was the
Nat i onal As sociation of Accountants . The reasons for t he
populari t

of the expensing method h.ave b een discussed in

pr evious sec t ions of this chapter .
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SOMK METHODS FOR PLANNING AND CONTROLLING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS
From reading previous

chapters ~

it is apparent that

R & D has become big business . "Few managements are inclined

to dispute the need for it in terms of competitive survival
al one , to say nothing o

growth and di versification . ul

Al ong with its growth , the problem of planning and controll i ng R & D, in order to make it an effective management tool
for economic suc.cess , has become more and more complex .
The fac t remains that in most industrial compani es research is an area which has proven le ast amenable to conf ident long- range a llocations and effe c.t ive operating controLs . 2
The primary purpose of th is chapter , then , is to present some of the better known methods utilized by management
personnel in planning and controlLing R & D expenditures ,
since the best of accounting methods can become doubtful in
value without appropri ate planning , c ontrol _, and review e

I.

BUDGETING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS
The research director of a prominent chemical company

in the Un ited States has stated that "one of the great myths
1 c arl Heyel (ed . ), Handbook of I ndustrial Research
!'.1..anagement ( New York~ Reinhold Publi shing Co rpo ration , 1959) , p . 5.
2
Ibid.
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of industrial research h a s been th at if you spend enough
rooneY something wonderful will happen . Management is beginning to realize this isn ' t so ."3
The research dep artment , like other functional department s of a c ompany , must be held ac c ountabl e (ove r a rea sonable period of time ) for its contribution to a particular
fi r m' s goals .
One method of planning and measuring the accomplishments
of a re search department is to use a comprehensive budget
program within a firm . Budgetin g aids r es earch planning in
several ways :
i.

l t requires that a proper definition of corporate goals ,. strategies , and research program
policies be clearly thought out , developed,
and communicated to personnel contributing
to the attainment of those go al s .

2.

l t provides a system of sorts f or bette r coordination of research ac tivities by bal ancing the
variou s activitie s within a program , by the
necessary exchange of information , and by the
intermeshing of short and long-term program
object i ves .

3.

It promotes periodic program review .

4.

It e stablishes a system of check. points ( standards ) for subsequent research contro l s .

"The research budget is primarily a planning device .,
I ts main function is to express scientific and operating
Pl ans in financial terms . " 4 Even though the desired resul .t s

l ·.

7

3Hubert Ka , "Harnessing the R & D Monster , 1 Fortune,

160 , January , 1965 .
4

Heyel , 2.£• cit ., p . 281 .
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cannot be predicted

·ith certainty , a research budget

provides management with an important tool to plan , direct ,
and guide research into the desired channels.
Establishing standards for a research program is not
an easy task , except for the most routine elements , such as
off ice supplies and other miscellaneous items . Russe ll W. Henke
i ndic ates the difficulty involved in creating budgetary
standards

or research expenditures in the fo llowing comment:

Budgeting for an operation like manufacturing ,
where costs are directly related to production levels ,
is difficult enough . Budgeting R & D, where costs are
related to intangible s (ideas) , is extremely difficult . Yet , some monetary guide posts must be established (f or control purposes) e5
Comprehensive research budgets are used in : (1) planning
and evaluating the cost of research personnel and support
personnel (secretaries , purchasing personnel , etc . ,) ,
(2) planning and controlling material and supply expenses ,
ru~d ( 3)

planning capital purchases and verifying the status

of facilities and equipment . Also , a research budget aids in
pl anning and controlling R & D overhead expenses . 6
Aft er management has decided upon what to spend for
the initial investment in laboFatories , s upport facilities ,
and equipment , al ong with st affing costs , the more d i fficult
step must be taken in e stabl ishing what typ e of projects
should be promoted and how much should be spent on these projects .

5Russel W. Henke , Effective Rese arch and Development for

1..~ Smaller Company (Houston : Gulf Publishingc:rompany , 1963 ) , p. 53 .

Costs,

11

6 James Brian Quinn , "Control of Research and Development
Jou_nal of Accountancy , October , 1960 , p . 45.
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When an R & D program is new , management may decide
that the expenditures should be run s t rictly on a cost bas is
(no stand ard f or individual items- only a maximum for

t otal

amount that can be spent) for a year or two , in order t hat
some idea of the range of expenses and the problems involved
become somewhat established .
Three common guides used in determining how much should
be spent on R & D are : (1) historical percentage of sal es or
capital base , (2) a growth -rate standar dannual

i ., e •. , i ncreasing

esearch expenditures 5 per cent to obtain a 5 per cent

r ate of growth , and (3) matching or exceeding a competitor ' s
total expenditures fo r research •.7 Anothe r method that is used
i s keyed to projected rate of return .
A vital e l ement in budgeting applic at i ons i s reviewing

actual results ( both operational and financial) with those
previo usly set fo r th as guidelines . Eac h program review
should bring the appro riate.. people ·to gethe r to con sider technical success , propos ed . technic a l plans , and the expected
marke ting , production , financial , and p ersonnel impact of a
particular program , if it is successful in t he ory and prac tice. 8 Budget r eview can be per ormed both on a departmental
basis, covering the overall resear ch program , and it ca..~ be
done on an individual project basis . Many firms use both
t pe s of reviews .

7James Brian Quinn , uLong- range Pl anning o Industrial
Rese arch , 11 Harvard Business Review , 88:.97, J uly, 1961.
8 J ames Brian Quinn and J ames A Mueller , "Transferri ng
Re search Results to Operations , 11 Harvar d Business Revie w, 41:.63 ,
J anuarv _ l Clf:.:z; _
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An important thing to remember i s that , even though
a budget is a good devi c e for controlling R & D costs ,
aggregate R & D expenditures are not necessaril y an accurate
measure of aggregate R & D productivity . Even if actual
e x~enses

amount to less than those budgeted , it does not

nec essaril

fol l ow t h at a given program is progre ssing

ef ficiently .
arious formulas have been developed fo r the purpose
of aiding management in deciding how much should be s pent
on research . One such formula , whi ch ke s potential R & D
expenditures to anticipated capital investment and s al es
i ncome , is pTesented below .
Generalizing , let
F = plant investment ,

w=

working c apital ,
= rese arch and development co s t b efor e taxes ,
and R/ 2. the amount not deduc t i ble fo r t ax
purposes ,
y = period e stablished fo r .r e c ove r y of i nve stment ,
inc l uding re s earch and devel opment costs ,
s = annu al s ales v olume expect ed ,
N = minimum a c ce pt ab l e net margin on sales .

R

Then = P + W + R/ 2 = YSN
Arni:.

R/2 = YSN - P - VI
R

=

2(YSN - P

W)*

As an exampl e , a s sume t h at management pers onne l of a
part i c ular f irm plan t o build a pl ant co st ing $2 ,000 , 000 i n

* Account ing f or Rese a rc h and Devel oument Co s ts ,
11

Ii. -! . A.

11

Research Rep ort No . 29 ( New Yo rk : Nat i onal Assoc iat i on
of Ac countant s , 1955 ), P:- 25:"
0
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order that they can meet an expected annual sales volume
of $1 0 , 000 , 000 . In addition , an investment of $1, 000 , 000
is re quired for working capit al . Management has set forth
eight years as the period for recoupment of its investment
(including the non- deductible portion of R & D costs for
tax purposes) . Five per cent has been estab lished as the
minimum acceptabl.e net margin on sales . Using the abovementioned formula , one would get the following :
R

=

2(YSN-P-Vf)

R = 2{8 x$10,000 , 000 x . 05 -$2 , 000 , 000 -$_1,,000 , 000)
R

=

2 (1, 000 , 000)

R - - $2 , 000 , 000
The

ormula i ndicated above , like many formul as , has

definite limitations on sat isfact ory usage . Kor instance ,
t he formula indicated above does not include a provision
for return on investment . Also , management assumptions about
sales volume expected and working capital needed are related
to the ability of internal personnel and t o various external
fac tors such as government legislation and competition from
within the particular industry .
Other formulas have been developed to aid management
i n deciding upon project acceptability and priority . One
such formula , called the Hoskold Transformation , is presented
on the next p a ge.
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D

P=

R'

.R~

W'n ere :_
p = the present worth of the income s the
project will yield if suc cess ul ,

n -- the average annual incremental income
yielded if the project is successful ,

R' = the average net return on capital
invested in the enterprise ,
R

= the current rate of interest on
investments , and

n = the number of years vithin which
research costs must be recovered .
"The calculated P must be compared with the present
value of the project ' s actual and projected costs to
determine i

the project is financially acceptable . 119 This

method is complicated and still does not ad j ust for time
delays between initial investment and realization of profit .
There are quite a few formulas availabl e for use in
computing the amount to spend on R & D, the acceptability
of a given project , and the priorities of several projects ,
but most

irms tend to use

ormulas as a supplement to an
10
effective R & D budget and management judgement .

** Carl Heyel , Handbook of Industrial

Mana~ement Research ,
(New York : Reinhold Publishing Corporation , 1959 , p . 298.

9Ibid .7, p . 300 .
lOibid .
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W. D. Seyfried , Manager o.f Rese arch for Humble Oil

& Refining Company in 1961 , stated the fol l owing comments
contained in a report presented at an
s ession on Research and

A. M. A. Briefing

Engineering ~

We at tempt to use a c ombination of all availab l e techniques (for evaluating research) , from
fairly detailed quant i tative evaluation i n the
c ase of maj or development project s to qual i t ative
or semLquantit ative judgments in the cas e of l ongr ange projec ts ., I n the final anal ysis , we h ave
found that there is no substitute or j ud gment
exercised by qual ified , resp onsibl e people . II
Responsibil i ty a c c ounting , inte grated with budge ting
t echniques , provides a sound way of control ling R. & D c osts
i n that the various phases of each project ' s cost s f all s
within the f unctional area of some person in the company ,
and account classifications , based upon functi onal r espons i -

bi lity , indicate where and by whom various costs were i ncurred
or authorized . This method , a l ong with th e meth od of reporti ng costs per project, provi de a fairly compr ehensive check
upon R & D expenditures , t ied in with a budget .
II ..

THE SYSTEM CALLED PERT

Th e PERT (Program Eval uation · Review Technique ) information system provides another method of control over R & D
cost s and program progress .
ll JerGme W. Blood ( ed . ;)~; "Achieving Full Val ue From
R & D Dol l ars , 11 !--~·!· Management Report No . 69 (New York :
American Management .Association , Inc ., 1962) , p . 40.

4-1

Created initially (in I .9 58) to provide progress
i nformation to the management team of the Navy Polaris
program , PERT was designed to deal with the measurement and
cont rol of time , i . e ., compliance to plans , scheduling ,
and prediction of progress . 12 I t was the concept of
11

concurrency ," i . e ., concurrent research and d eve lopment

i n order to decrease overall development time , that gave
birth to the PERT system .
Other management research in the area, conducted by
t he military servic es and private industry , has extended
the PERT concept into measuring and predic t i ng cost and
performance-

where performance re f ers to the performance

of the item under development .
Thus , PERT and i ts extensions represent a l ongrange research program dire cted toward the objective of an integrated R & D management system wherein time , cost , and technical performance are effectively portrayed for planning , as well as f or management control and communications purposes .1 3
In the PERT system , the development program is initially

illustrated graphically as a netwo r k of interrelated act iviti es necess ary to achieve prescribed events . Events are
..

usually shown as squares or circle s in the diagram , and
act ivities are usually shown as the connecting arrows . (See
Figure 4- on page 4-2) .
12Burton V. Dean ( ed .), Op erations Research in Research
£gi9:, Devel opment (New York: John Wiley & Sons , Inc ., 1963 ) , p . 124.
l3Ibid.

~
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After the PERT network (see Figure 4 on previous
page ) has been laid out graphically and verified as to repres enting the work and activities to be performed , elapsed
time estima t e s for each activity in the diagram must be
obtained from respective pr oject personnel. These time,
estimates are usual l y measured in weeks and are established
for each of the activities . This i .s the amount of time required
to progress from one event to the next event .
After the network has been formulated and valid t i me
estimates determined for each activity , an anal ysis of th e
ability to meet program deadline s must be performed . Normally ,
due to the sizeable amount of dat a invol ved i n many cases ,
t his analys is i s oft en performed by digi tal c omputers . After
t he expec t ed t i me f or each activity is cal culated , th e
compute r is then programmed to total ail of th e expec t ed act ivity time s along every possible p ath in the network ; then ,
t he computer comp ares the t otal a ctivity times of the many
po s sib l e paths to find the longest , wh i ch is c a l l ed t he
11

critical path •. 11 It is this part of the pr ogram that manage-

ment personnel a r e most interest ed in obtaining , shortening ,
and monitering , since if this path can be shortened , the

whole program can be shortened in terms of t i me and decreased
in terms of dol lars . 1 4
Research and development pr ograms often contain work
areas that are

14Ib . d
. 1.

a.~ead

• '

of schedule and therefore have surplus

p. 127 ..
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time in the form o

manpower and/or equipment . The PERT

system , as a third step , can be used to loc ate and reveal
all areas of the program that are either ahead or behind
schedule , wh i le also measuring j ust how muc h slack exi sts .
For ope rat i onal accounting purp os es , extended PERT
applications are used to determine manpower requi.rements
(direct labor costs) by sk ill , time period , and dep artment . 1 5
In summary , the PERT netvo rk provides an excellent
mode l for planning , tracking , and evaluating a series of
research and development activit i es

rhich need t o be coordin-

ated over t ime . Recently , dollar estimates have b een added
to the time estimates so that t i me , effort , and do -lars can
be measured and cont rolled with reasonable accuracy . 16 The
PERT system , when int egrat ed with an effective c omprehensive
r esearch budget and company objectives , provides an extremely
effective method for planning , measuri ng , rev i ewing , and
evaluating a firm ' s R & D progress .

l5Burton V. Dean ( ed ./ , Operations Research in
Deve lonment ( New York: J ohn Wi l ey & Son"8,'" Inc. ,
1963 ), p . 137.
16 James Brian Quinn and James A. Mueller , "Transferring
Research Results to Operations , " Harvard Business Review ,
41 :,6 ?, J anuary , 19~ 3 .
Resea~ch an~

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
As mentioned in the first chapter, research and development has grown tremendously during the past few decades;
in fact, industrial R & D expenditures increased more than
7,000 per cent between 1931 and 1966. In the United States
the Federal government, private industry, and non-profit
organizations have put strong emphasis on various types of
research, especially in the area of applied research.
Through this strong emphasis and support of research, the
United States has become the free-world's research leader in
such fields as aero-space, computer science, electronics,
nuclear power, commercial aircraft, chemistry, and medicine,
to name a few.
The reasons behind the emergence of the United States
as a leader in research and development are numerous, varied,
and somewhat interrelated. One key reason is the disruption
of Western Europe's economic, political, and social establishment during World War II. A second important reason is the
existence of the "Cold War 11 since the end of the Second
World War. Both the leading Communist-bloc country, Russia,
and the strongest free-world nation, the United States,
gained an awareness that R &_D was a valuable political and
economic weapon to be used for national advancement in worldwide rivalry. It is also significant that both nations, now
generally acknowledged as the political and technological
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readers of the world, stress the value of quality education
and training for the mass of their respective citizens. Also,
both countries maintain economic policies conducive to the
relatively rapid progress of research. In contrast, it was
indicated that certain countries of Western Europe did not
put as heavy an emphasis on R & D, and, in certain cases, some
even discouraged widespread research performance, at least
until the last few years, when the existence of a technological
gap became apparent in certain fields.
Even without the existence of international political
and economic chall..e nges, the industrial firms of the United
States have been motivated to perform varying degrees o:f R &, D
due to the existence of 2rocess and product competition within industries and the desire to grow and diversify. It was
st ated that research and development, in such fields as drugs
and chemistry, can very well mean the difference between the
success and failure of a firm.
Evidence has been presented, through various. studies,
that indicates a. correlation between the size of R & D expenditures and the resulting saies volume a.f companies. There aiso
was some evidence presented in a study conducted by the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company that indicated companies;- conducting effective. R & D tended to. be the m©re prosperous
ones in the long-run, es:pecially in science-oriented fields. 1
R & D has also played an important role in increasing productive efficiency through the creation of not only new, but better
production tools, machines, and processes:.

1 Davidson, loc. cit.
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A significant accounting problem, related to the area
of research and develo;pment, lies; in determining in what
manner R & D costs should be distributed over fiscal periods
by private industrial firms. Two major methods that are in

general use and that are approved by the Federal G<:>vernment
for tax purposes wer_e presented. One major method is that Glf
capitalizing R & D costs when incurred and amortizing them
0 .rver

subs-e quent periorl.s, if and when the project is successful.

The other major metho.d, and the one mo;st wiGlely utilized, is
that of charging R & D costs against current income during
the period incurred. In additi.on, there, exists a third method
of aLLocating R & D costs that is used in a particul..ar type
of situation; that is, when revenues: derived fr<ilm research
efforts are received at a relatively even rate throughout the
fiscal period, while research expenditure.:s for the current
period are concentrated in a few months of the period. This
third method is referred to as the accrual method.
In the comparison of the two majc::>'r methods 0>! R & D
cost allocation over fiscal periods, it was indicated that
most firms weFe found, through various surveys conducted by
professional organizations, to charge the costs against income
of the current period. 2 In a survey conducted by the author,
over 90 per cent of the responding firms were found to expense
such costs against appropriate current

revenue~

2 0arl Heyel (ed.), Handbook of Industrial Research
Management (New Yo:rk: Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1959),
p. 292.
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As a result of extensive reading, oral discussions,
analysis of survey results of various organizations, and
his own survey, the author recommends that the expensing
method of allocating research and development costs be
utilized as the pref erred method generally because of the
following reasons, which were noted by various firms surveyed:
(1) conservatism in stating values is necessary when dealing
with intangible elements such as R & D; in f act, conservatism
is a general objective in valuing tangible elements, which
normally have a higher degree of objectivity for valuation
purposes, (2) research is normally re garded as a continuing
function- a cost of maintaining one's position in the industryand rese arch costs are thereby re garded as annual recurring
costs similar to other operating expenses such as advertising ,
(3) benefits from parti.c ular research project expenditures

are generally uncertain in nature, and several accounting
periods may pass before the success or failure of a given
project becomes apparent. To defer costs of a project until
the results are known could cause an o¥erst atement of a firm's
asset values; (4) benefits derived from research are not easily
related to sales revenue received in a given period, since
advertising, public relations, and other elements of a business
a:ll piay a role in i p creasing or decreasing sales volume and
income; (5) the useful life O'f knowledge gained through
research cannot no.r mally be established with satisfactory
reliability to set an amortization period if costs were
def erred since many uncertainties influence the success of
a product, (6) Federal income tax re gul ations generously
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permitting both the expensing method and capitalizing method
currently tend to favor the expense method since the; aftertax effect of). income can then be computed with reasonable
accuracy, whiI.e the use o.f the capitalizing method effectively depends (tax-wise) upon future tax legislation and
future tax . rates, which are an unknown factor and beyond
the direct control 0°f management personnel, (7) failure. to
mat-ch costs and revenue from projects does not significantly
distort annual net income if re,search cos.t s are consistently
expensed and relatively stable from period to period.
There are certain occasions, howeve.r , that make capitalizing R & D costs pref..e ra:ble over charging them currently.
One such situation is the initiation of an unusually large
research project aimed at developing a specific new asset
for its own use in

production~

Such a project might tend to

seriously distort the income of a firm, especially a small
one, for the given period. E:ven here ·, however, such expenditures, when deferred, are usually written off over a relatively
sho:rt period (three: tcy; five years). .Ano.t her situation that
can lead t@· a firm's capitalizing even normal R & ll costs is
when the firm is itself relatively new, and such costs, if
expensed, would present a:. poorer showing o,,f financial operations
over the first few years- a time when the need to obtain credit
is usualiy important. Also, if a firm conducts R & D for an
external company on a contract basis, such costs are normally
deferred and charged against income when received from the
customer.
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APPENDIX

121 Grosvenor Avenue
Pawtucket
Rhode Island 02860

Dear Sir:
As part of the Master of Science Program, I am doing research in
one of the major problem areas in Accounting; that is, the allocation
of applied research and development costs over accounting periods.
This is an area of growing concern in industry as Research and
Development increases in importance, which is evidenced by the increased
share of company funds used for that purpose.
With this in mind, would you please complete the brief questionnaire
enclosed with this letter and mail it via the self-addressed envelope
provided for your convenience.
If you should like any information concerning the conclusions of the
study, I will be glad to furnish it to you, upon request, at the termination of the study.
Names of those firms participating will remain anonymous, unless
speCific permission to the contrary is obtained.
Yours sincerely,

Raphael A. Antrop
JM
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QUE STIONNAIRE

SALES VOLUME (

1966 ) :_...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.

What percentage of the gross sales dollar does your applied research
and development consist of?
o

2.

Does the firm's applied .research ..and development deal mainly in:
(Check one) -

0

a.

Transforming i deas resulting from .pure research activities
into commercially feasible products.

b.

Working t o improve the functional effectiveness of an existing product.

or

0

3.

From the three general methods listed below, which one does the firm
use (or most closely adhere to, in principle) in distributing applied
research and development expenditures over accounting periods?
(Check one)

D

CJ

a.

Charge the cost s against income for the period the expenditure i s i ncurred.

b.

Defer (capitalize) the expenditures and amortize against
f uture income.
Provide for the costs before they are actually incurred by
a charge against income.

